Rapid App Development
Many organisations want to build their own enterprise ready apps. This can take a number of
highly skilled developers and a large amount of time to produce. If that same app is required on
multiple mobile device platforms, costs can increase exponentially. Due to the lack of sufficient
resource and duplication of effort, the scope of mobile projects often blows out and exceeds
budget expectations.
The TOKN tool set includes standard app building frameworks, tools and plugins allowing you to
create your own intuitive applications, significantly reducing app development time and saving
you money.
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Standard development framework
The TOKN application development platform allows you to build new
applications in the shortest possible time. Build the app once and it is
ready for Android, iOS and Windows operating systems. TOKN also
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supports and works with other app development platforms.

Integrate corporate data
TOKN has the framework and tools that make it easy to connect to
multiple source systems. Select only the fields which you wish to use
and build highly intuitive applications while reducing data
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consumption.

Agile visualisation
Use TOKN to rapidly build your own high fidelity prototypes using a
blend of open standards. Make use of TOKN specific features to enable
device hardware capability, like scanning and signatures, which can
then be incorporated into your application. Customise menus and
screens to suite your organisations style guide.
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TOKN is an intelligent enterprise mobility management platform including mobile application, device
and application management solutions. Founded in Australia in 2015 and can be found online at
tokntechnology.com
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Targeted app deployment
TOKN has the framework and tools to automate the deployment of
your applications and updates. Once the app is ready it it can be in the
users hands in minutes. Use simple drag drop functions to easily assign
applications to users.

Request a TOKN demo today !
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